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In Iran, Ecotourism and sustainable tourism does not get  enough  attention  and  because  of  that, the 

overall  value  of  nature tourism  is not good enough. The aim of the  thesis  is  to  work  out  the  

design criteria  that could  increase  the  quality  of  Ecotourism. Hypothesis that has been stated is 

that quality of the Sustainable tourism can be improved by studying tourists’ needs along with the 

usage of space and elaborate solutions and conditions according to that. Data for the research was 

collected through observations, map analyses, computer based simulations and information studies 

about the area. The methodology was divided into six stages. Stage one was literature overview. In 

phase two, the test site was analyzed according to the subjects from the literature that occurred to be 

important. Stage three was about analyzing the project site. In stage four, stages one and two and three 

were combined in order to work out the design criteria.  Phase five was a zoning map    based on the 

design criteria. The sixth phase was choosing and designing the smallest example of the area based 

on design criteria. But yet, it can be said that design criteria can simplify the design process and help 

to focus on aspects that are important in providing a good ecotourism space. This thesis can be used 

as a guideline for real life projects of ecotourism. 
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Iraanis ei saa ökoturism ja jätkusuutlik turism piisavalt tähelepanu ning seetõttu ei ole loodusturismi 

kvaliteet heas seisukorras. Selle magistritöö eesmärk on töötada välja kriteeriumid, mille põhjal on 

võimalik tõsta ökoturismi kvaliteeti. Hüpoteesiks on, et säästvat turismi on võimalik muuta 

kvaliteetsemaks, kui analüüsida turistide vajadusi koos ressursside kasutusega ning kohandada 

lahendusi ja olukordi vastavalt tulemustele. Andmete kogumiseks viidi läbi vaatlusi, kaardianalüüse, 

arvutisimulatsioone ning infoanalüüse valitud ala kohta. Töö teostamine oli jagatud kuude faasi. 

Esimene oli kirjanduse ülevaade. Teises faasis analüüsiti testala vastavalt teemadele, mis tõusid 

olulistena esile esimeses faasis. Kolmandasse jäi projektiala analüüs. Neljandas faasis ühildati kõik 

eelnevad töö osad ja tulemuseks saadi disainikriteeriumid. Järgmises, viiendas faasis koostati 

tsoneerimiskaart, mis põhines eelnevalt välja töötatud tingimustel. Viimases faasis valiti ning 

kujundati väiksemõõtmeline ala vastavalt disainikriteeriumitele. Kokkuvõtvalt on võimalik väita, et 

disainiprotsessi on võimalik lihtsustada, kasutades selles magistritöös välja töötatud 

kujunduskriteeriume, ning lisaks aitavad need ka keskenduda elementidele, mis on olulised hea 

ökoturismi keskkonna rajamiseks. Käesolevas teesis välja töötatud suunised sobivad reaalsetes 

olukordades kasutamiseks 
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Introduction 
 

This project-based master thesis is about ecotourism in Ashouradeh in northern part of Iran. 

Work focuses on ecotourims and how to make it more attractive for people and through that 

increase the activity in the area.   

This subject is selected because of its importance in industry of the area and attraction of 

the environment in Iran. The other reason is author´s interest in ecotourism, urbanism and planning 

and the aim is to gain new knowledge about sustainable tourism functionality, how people behave 

there and how to provide a good experience there.   

The subject is important because it is necessary to provide good living conditions along 

with proper outdoor activities in the protected environment and make it attraction for tourists and 

visitors. Well-planned and designed ecotourism have a big role in improving people’s general 

visiting and nature travelling time as well as their health and social life. In Iran, ecotourism are 

often poorly developed and do not get enough attention from government and tourists. Also, in 

planning phase planners, landscape architects and architects often forget to consider some simple 

yet necessary features that are important in providing a good site.   

The aim of the thesis is to find solutions how to increase the quality and the usage of 

ecotourism and sustainable tourism, work out the quality criteria on the basis of the literature 

overview and the site analyses so that the criteria can be used in design as an instruction. The final 

stage is the zoning plan of the project have some elements of urban planning and designing smaller 

area as an example of larger area in Island.    

Stated hypothesis is that quality of the ecotourism can be improved by studying tourists’ needs 

along with the usage of island, facilities and elaborate solutions and conditions according to that.   

To achieve the aim, three research questions have been stated: which aspects are important 

to improve the quality of the ecotourism, how the quality is related with the usage, and how does 

the activities can lower or higher the positive impact of tourism?  Data for the analyses were 

collected with different map studies, site observations, computer generated simulations and 

information about the area from the Internet.    

The body of the thesis contains 15 chapters in which 7 are literature overview and include 

chapters such as: Tourism, Impact of tourism, tourism and landscape, ecotourism, protected 

landscape area, sustainable tourism and case studies. Other chapters are: Methodology, Site 

analyses, Design criteria, zoning plan, smaller area design and Discussion.   

I would like to thank my supervisor Simon Bell, who helped a lot with this thesis and gave useful 

information. Also, my co-workers at Gozineh consulting office in Iran, who were really supportive, 

shared knowledge and gave good advice about what and how to write. 
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Tourism 

 Tourism is the temporary movement of the people to destination outside of their normal 

places working and residence and the activities that they may take during their stay on those 

destination and the facilities that created to prepare their stay and comfortability in those 

destinations.  

 The ability of tourism and long term using of tourism are depends on government and 

community leaders and tourism professionals to maximize its benefits and minimize its costs. 

According to Macintosh and Goeldner (1986) tourism is "the sum of the phenomena and 

relationships arising from the interaction of tourists, business suppliers, host governments and 

host communities in the process of attracting and hosting these tourists and other visitors." 

Other terms of interest are: 

 Excursionist: Persons who are travelling for less than 24 hours for pleasure. 

 Foreign tourist: Any person who is visiting a country, other than the place he/she usually 

live for the period of at least 24 hours 

  Travel: The act of moving outside of the home community for business or pleasure but 

not for studying from school to school 

 Visitor: Any person visiting a country other than that in which he/she has his/her usual 

place of residence, for any reason other than following an occupation remunerated from 

within the country visited (United Nations Conference on International Travel and 

Tourism, 1963). 

Dimension of tourism: 

All tourism activities are related to one or more of the dimensions bellow: 

 Natural resources: they are based on combination of physical features, the climate and 

the beauty of the area which tourists are visiting and there are challenges of keeping the 

natural beauty safe from the impact of the tourists there. 

 Culture: a way of life of the people in that place which is based on history, religions, 

government and traditions. 

 Ethnicity: For visiting relatives, families and friends. 

 Entertainment: Tourism development in all types and all sizes from Disney land to Las 

Vegas to local community special events and attraction like Bloomsday Road Race in 

Spokane, Washington.  

 Extreme tourism: Tourism based on high adventure activities. 

Facilities: 

The time that tourists reach to their destination they need facilities for their stay 
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 Lodging: Based on different parameters such as campgrounds, RV parks, motels and 

hotels. 

 Food and beverages: It is really important for the tourists to have best quality food and 

services such as restaurants. 

 Support and services: usually can be small shops which tourists can buy souvenirs and 

small retail businesses which tourists can buy their needs. Shopping malls and places could 

be big attraction for tourists. Tourists always seek for unique and novel things which 

represents the country that they visit. 

 Infrastructures: The basic services which all tourism depends on them like water and 

sewer systems, communication networks, medical facilities like hospitals, electrical 

facilities, police and fire fighters systems. 

Transportation 

 Transportation is also important for tourists which they can get from point A to B and come 

back or visit point A B C D and so on in lower times and more effective way without spending 

a lot of money and energy. 

Hospitality 

 It’s so important for tourists that they feel safe and welcome to the countries that they are 

visiting. It is based on interaction between tourists and local population in some countries the 

people understand that they can live by the tourism and the benefits that they get from tourism. 

Essential requirements for tourism  

A. Time: As the hours for leisure increase so does the opportunity for travel. Changes in 

work days or hours, school calendars will affect how and when people can travel. The 

overall travel pattern has moved from a two week vacation to 6-8 three or four day 

mini-vacations per year. 

B. Money: The majority of travel requires discretionary income. Discretionary income is 

money left over after all monetary obligations (food, rent and taxes) have been paid. 

C. Mobility: Is the access to transportation (car, bus, plane, train or ship) and the hours 

required to get to their destination. 

D. Motivation: Is the reasons that people are travelling could be studying, meeting new 

people, adventure or stress reduction. 
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Impact of tourism 
For many years growth of tourism industry can increase job activities and create different 

types and different field of professions and as a result it can increase economics throughout the 

US and all over the world. It has created jobs and different field of works in large and small 

communities and it is major industry in many places. Still the impacts of the tourism are not widely 

known and the tourism are growing so fast and should be the most point of interest and concern. 

Most people think of tourism can only effect jobs and economies but the impact of tourism 

is way more than just effect in jobs and economies. Leaders as well as residents who understand 

the potential impacts of tourism can integrate this industry into their community in the most 

positive way. 

 The impact of tourism can be divided in these seven main categories: 

 Economic 

 Environmental 

 Social and cultural 

 Crowding and congestions  

 Services 

 Taxes 

 Community and attitude 

Each category includes positive and negative impacts. Not all impacts are applicable to 

every community because conditions or resources differ. Community and tourism leaders must 

balance an array of impacts that may either improve or negatively affect communities and their 

residents (Omurgonulsen 1990). Leaders must be sensitive and visionary, and must avoid the 

temptation of glossing over certain difficulties tourism development creates. Tourism leaders must 

also balance the opportunities and concerns of all community sectors by working against 

conditions where positive impacts benefit one part of the community (geographic or social) and 

negative impacts hurt another.  

Conversely, community sensitivity to tourism means avoiding undue burdens on the 

industry that could thwart its success. Local leaders should not expect tourism to solve all 

community problems. Tourism is just one element of a community. While creative strategic 

development of tourism amenities and services can enhance the community or correct local 

deficiencies, tourism, like all business development, must assure that its products (attractions and 

services) attract customers. Overbearing rules and restrictions, and overburdening taxes can make 

tourism businesses less attractive or competitive. 
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Economic: 

 

Tourism increase economies in different levels from creating different jobs to increase 

employment opportunities. Ranging from low wage entry level to high paying professional 

positions in management and technical fields. 

 

Especially in places which are based on one industry tourism growth can help to create 

additional opportunities for investment, development and infrastructures spending. 

 

Tourism often induces improvements in public utilities such as water, sewer, sidewalks, 

lighting, parking, public restrooms, litter control, and landscaping. Such improvements benefit 

tourists and residents alike. Likewise, tourism encourages improvements in transport infrastructure 

resulting in upgraded roads, airports, public transportation, and non-traditional transportation (e.g., 

trails). Tourism encourages new elements to join the retail mix, increasing opportunities for 

shopping and adding healthy competitiveness. It often increases a community's tax revenues. 

Lodging and sales taxes most notably increase but additional tax revenues include air travel and 

other transportation taxes, business taxes, and fuel taxes. New jobs generate more income tax 

revenues.  

Economic 

P
o

si
ti

v
e 

im
p
ac

ts
 

 

 

1-Contributes to income and standard 

of living. 

2-Improves local economy. 

3-Increases employment opportunities. 

4-Improves investment, development, 

and 

infrastructure spending 

5-Increases tax revenues 

6-Improves public utilities 

infrastructure 

7-Improves transport infrastructure 

8-Increases opportunities for shopping 

9-Economic impact (direct, indirect, 

induced spending) is widespread in the 

community 

10-Creates new business opportunities 

N
eg

at
iv

e 
im

p
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ts
 

 

1-Increases price of goods and  

services 

2-Increases price of land and housing 

3-Increases cost of living 

4-Increases potential for imported 

labor 

5-Cost for additional infrastructure 

(water, sewer, power, fuel, medical, 

etc.) 

6-Increases road maintenance and 

transportation systems costs 

7- Seasonal tourism creates high-risk, 

under- or unemployment issues 

8-Competition for land with other 

(higher value)economic uses 

9- Profits may be exported by non-

local owners 

10-Jobs may pay low wages 

Table 1: Economic impacts 
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It is also important to consider that the tourists does not travelling all the seasons. There 

are also high tourism and low tourism seasons so the payment and increasing the income and 

employment are also related to the high seasons which tourists are travelling around. In low 

seasons there are also unemployment low money income and low benefits for the people and 

businesses which are based on tourism. 

Environment  

Tourism can also destroy the environment in larger scale of time which can bring different 

kind of pollutions such as air pollutions and water pollutions. Natural resources attractions can be 

destroyed in emperor usage or overuses. Providing tourist services can also effect landscape and 

urban planning which more tourist movements needs more land to use effect of visual pollutions 

such as billboard advertisement. As tourism develops demands also increase such as land usage 

for prime locations such as beaches, mountains. Without any doubts natural landscape and open 

spaces can be lost if there was not any professional urban planning and landscape planning for 

natural resources. 

 

 The destruction or loss of flora and fauna can happen when desirable plants and animals 

are collected for sale or the land is trampled. Tourists or the businesses that cater to them often 

remove plants, animals, rocks, fossils, coral, and cultural or historical artifacts from an area. 

Environment 

P
o
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v
e 
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p

a
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s 

1-Protection of selected natural 

environments or prevention of further 

ecological decline. 

2-Preservation of historic buildings and 

monuments 

3-Improvement of the area’s appearance 

(visual and aesthetic 

4-A "clean" industry (no smokestacks) 

N
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e 
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p
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ts
 

1-Pollution (air, water, noise, solid 

waste, 

and visual) 

2-Loss of natural landscape and 

agricultural lands to tourism 

development 

3-Loss of open space 

4-Destruction of flora and fauna 

(including collection of plants, 

animals, 

rocks, coral, or artifacts by or for 

tourists) 

5-Degradation of landscape, historic 

sites, and monuments  

6-Water shortages 

7-Introduction of exotic species 

8-Disruption of wildlife breeding 

cycles 

and behaviors 

Table 2: Environment impact 
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 Uncontrolled visitation can effect natural resources and destroy landscape, animals, 

ecosystems and historical monuments. Where water is scarce, tourists can overwhelm the available 

supply. A constant stream of visitors and domestic pets may disrupt wildlife by disturbing their 

breeding cycles and altering natural behaviors (Dowling. 1999).. 

Social and cultural 

 The tourism industry can bring either positive effects or negative effects to the community 

and culture of the people. It starts the time that people and families wanted to adopt their culture 

and social treating to tourists which they can feel welcome and safe in that country (Kahraman, 

1994).  

.  

 It could have positive impacts by providing new opportunities or by stifling individuality 

with new restrictions. Tourism can push a community to adopt different moral conduct such as 

understanding between sexes or increasing illicit drug use. Safety and health facilities will also 

face problems sometimes such as transportation increases the chance of accident and stealing and 

other stuffs are also increases.  

 Traditional gathering and events and ceremonies could be renew and getting more popular 

or lost by tourism in other activities. Community organization can be benefits by the tourism and 

visitors or overwhelmed in problems and negative effects that it can created in tourism. There are 

several factors can decrease tourists and visitors such as calamities issues like natural disasters, 

terrorism, energy shortages, political problems, disease outbreaks, chemical spills or even 

widespread negative publicity but sometimes it will attract curious visitors as well. 

 Tourism can improve quality of life in societies and areas by increasing the number of 

attractions, recreational opportunities and services. Tourism give people the opportunities to meet 

new people make friend with them, learn about the world and expose themselves to new 

perspectives. It is always good for tourism to experience new culture new traditional ceremonies 

that they can be rich in experiences. It is also good opportunities to reawake some lost cultural and 

traditional events by tourism development which increase the needs for historical and cultural 

exhibits. This interest by tourists can increase the chance of learning about different style of arts 

and architecture and history. By learning more about others their differences become less 

threatening and more interesting. At the same time tourism promotes higher levels of 

psychological satisfaction from opportunities which created by tourism developments and 

interactions between visitors. 

 Tourism also can effect society with bringing illegal activities to a peaceful atmospheres 

of tourist area. Increased underage drinking can be a problem in beach communities, places with 

festivals and ski camps involving with alcohol. It is easier to be anonymous where strangers are 

taken for granted; bustling tourist traffic can increase the presence of smugglers and buyers of 

smuggled products (Smith, M.D. and Krannich 1998). Lifestyle changes such as alterations in local 
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travel patterns to avoid tourist congestion and the avoidance of downtown shopping can damage a 

community socially and culturally (Augustyn 1998).  

Hotels, restaurants, and shops can push tourism development into residential areas, forcing 

changes in the physical structure of a community. Development of tourist facilities in prime 

locations may cause locals to be or feel excluded from those resources. As local ethnic culture 

alters to fit the needs of tourism, language and cultural practices may change. In places where 

longer term visitors tend to congregate, social cliques, such as condo tourists or RVers, may be at 

odds with local interests and work to influence local issues. The "demonstration effect" of tourists 

(residents adopting tourist behaviors) and the addition of tourist facilities may alter customs, such 

as dating habits, especially those of a more structured or traditional culture. The potential of 

meeting and marrying non-local mates may create family stress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Social and  cultural 

P
o
si

ti
v
e 

im
p

a
ct

s 

1- Improves quality of life 

2- Facilitates meeting visitors (educational 

experience) 

3- Positive changes in values and customs 

4- Promotes cultural exchange 

5- Improves understanding of different 

communities  

6- Preserves cultural identity of host 

population 

7-Increases demand for historical and 

cultural exhibits 

8- Greater tolerance of social differences 

9- Satisfaction of psychological needs  N
eg

at
iv

e 
im

p
ac

ts
 

1- Excessive drinking, alcoholism, gambling  

2- Increased underage drinking 

3- Crime, drugs, prostitution 

4- Increased smuggling 

5- Language and cultural effects 

6- Unwanted lifestyle changes 

7- Displacement of residents for tourism 

development 

8- Negative changes in values and customs 

9- Family disruption  

10- Exclusion of locals from natural 

resources 

11- New cliques modify social structure 

12- Natural, political, and public relations 

calamities 

Table 3: Social and cultural impacts 
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 Crowding and congestion  

 Tourism always gather in specific locations and places which has historical and 

environmental and natural identity and attractions. This gathering always make special effort from 

the government to make renovation in historic places and grounds which can be destroyed in time 

that can suite the industry. 

  

As tourist congestion and growth in specific locations can bring stress, anger, annoyance 

and other negative attitudes. More tourists and visitors can affect people’s life in negative way 

such as avoiding people and residence to do their daily activities or lower some of the professions 

and businesses and compete for space. Tourism construction, especially hotels, may be 

inappropriate in scale and style with respect to other structures and the landscape. In some areas, 

recreational second homes and condominium developments create major crowding and congestion 

problems. 

 

Services  

 Tourism can bring new buildings new infrastructures and new services in the places which 

could not be built before the tourism industry. Tourism expectation can upgrade the services in 

local shops, restaurants, hotels and any other kind of facilities (Bachleitner, and Zins.1999). 

Tourism movement can also give the ability to upgrade fire, polices and hospitals which is also 

useful for residence. 

 Traditional services or markets could be forced out because of tourist interests. Low supply 

in any kind such as water power, fuel and electricity may be increased by extra pressure on 

infrastructures. 

Table 4: Crowding and congestion impacts 

Crowding and congestion 

P
o
si
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v
e 

im
p

a
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1- Minimize sprawl 

2- Concentrates tourist facilities 

3- Old buildings reused for tourism 
N
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at
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e 

im
p
ac

ts
 

1- Congestion including interference with 

other businesses 

2- Overcrowding – exceeding area capacity 

3- Conflict 

4-  Overpowering building size and style 
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Services 
P

o
si

ti
v
e 

im
p

a
ct

s 

1- Increases availability of recreation 

facilities and opportunities 

2- Better standard of services by 

shops, 

restaurants, and other commerce 

3- Improves quality of fire protection 

4- Improves quality of police 

protection 

N
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e 
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p
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ts
 

1- Neglect of non-tourist recreation 

facilities 

2- Effects of competition 

3-  Shortage of goods and services 

4-  Increases pressure on 

infrastructure  

Table 5: Services impacts 

Taxes  

Increased retail activity from restaurants and tourist shopping will add state and local sales 

tax revenue. Lodging tax revenue to the city (or state) should increase since travelers account for 

virtually all lodging tax receipts. Increased tax burdens to expand infrastructure and public services 

will be passed on to property owners through increased property taxes. 

 

Taxes 

P
o
si

ti
v
e 

im
p

a
ct

s 

1-Additional state and local sales tax 

revenue 

2-  Lodging tax revenue to city (or 

state)  

N
eg

at
iv

e 
im

p
ac

ts
 

Increases property taxes  

Table 6: Taxes impacts 
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Community attitude 

 Visitor interest and satisfaction in the community is a source of local pride. Seeing 

visitor interest makes local residents more appreciative of local resources that are often taken for 

granted. As tourism develops, local residents will enjoy more facilities and a greater range of 

choices. Tourism activities and events tend to make living in a place more interesting and exciting. 

 However, heightened tension and community divisiveness can occur over tourism 

development, pitting tourism supporters against non-supporters. Also, tension between residents 

and tourists can occur. People will often feel stressed over the new, increasingly hectic community 

and personal pace of life. They may claim the result is no better than before or perhaps even worse. 

Where culture is part of the tourist attractions, over-amplification of cultural traits and creation of 

"new" cultural traits to satisfy tourist tastes may create a phony culture. Residents may experience 

a sense of exclusion and alienation over planning and development concerns (Acott and ea.1998). 

They may feel a loss of control over the community's future as "outsiders" take over establishments 

and new development. Over-dependence on non-local developers and an influx of outside 

businesses creates a sense that the community is being manipulated and exploited by outsiders for 

the sole benefit of those developers or business people. Hotels built in monolithic cubes or 

restaurants with standardized franchise designs might clash with local standards and disrupt the 

aesthetic appearance of the community, damage unique community character, and spread 

"sameness." (Allen and ea . 1988)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community attitude 

P
o
si

ti
v
e 

im
p

a
ct

s 1-Heightens pride in community 

2-Greater appreciation of local resources 

3-More facilities and range of choices 

available 

4-More interesting and exciting place to 

live 

N
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p
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1-Heightens community divisiveness 

2- Increasingly hectic community and 

personal life 

3-Creates a phony folk culture  

4-Residents experience sense of exclusion 

and alienation over planning and 

development concerns 

5-Feeling of loss of control over 

community future 

6-New building styles fail to "fit" 

community 

Table 7: Community attitude impacts 
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Sources of impact 

 Knowing the nature of impact is not enough to solve the problem and find perfect solution 

is to find out the source of these impacts and how the influence of interactions between tourists 

and residences. 

 Researchers generally divides these sources to two groups. Tourists factors impacts and 

destination factors. Tourist factors are those which tourists bring to the destination and include 

such elements as demographic characteristics, social differences, and numbers of visitors. 

Destination factors are those that are part of the destination itself, such as travel linkage and 

circulation, local acceptance of tourism, and local vitality and leadership. 

 

Factors influencing interactions between 

tourists, residents, host community, and 

environment 

T
o
u

ri
st

 f
a
ct

o
rs

 

1-Number and type of visitors 

2-Length of stay 

3- Mass arrivals and departures 

4-Links to community residents 

5-Ethnic/racial characteristics 

6-Economic characteristics 

7-Activities selected 

8-Ability to speak local 

language/accents 

9-"Demonstration effect" of tourists 

D
es

ti
n
at

io
n
 f

ac
to

rs
 

1-Local economic condition 

2- Diversification of the economy 

3-Degree of involvement in tourism  

4-Attitudes of tourism leaders 

5-Spatial characteristics of tourism 

development 

6-Viability of the host culture 

7-History of stability in the 

community 

8-Pace of tourism development 

9-Fragility of the environment used 

by 

tourists 

10-Public transportation options 

Table 8: Factors that influence tourists 
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Tourism and landscape 
 Landscape could be used as a tool for analyzing geographical change through tourism but 

the mechanism of the connection between tourism and the landscape remains largely unexplored 

(Terkenli 2004). A growing scientific interest however emerges today depending on three broader 

tendencies in society: Firstly realization of tourism in the landscape area and impact of them in 

environment and natural places around the world and the carrying capacity has been surpassed. 

Secondly the international interest in landscape and natural environment and natural places 

protection. Thirdly the awareness of the complex between construction and reconstruction and 

renovation of landscape. 

Tourists, like modern pilgrims, seek regeneration in the realm of pleasure, dreams, 

traditions and arts and they develop a relationship with the visited 30 location. In order to broaden 

their experiences there is an ongoing quest for novel tourism landscape destinations (Terkenli 

2004). Urry (2002) express that tourists are searching for a set of different scenes, of landscapes 

or townscapes, something out of the ordinary, the unspoilt countries or places or landscapes where 

they can return in fantasy to a simpler way of life, a more authentic way of living. The more people 

who comes to visit this untouched area the more landscape will lose his identity and quality which 

attract the tourists there. Therefore some of the tourists are against the development and increasing 

the number of visitors. They are scared more visitors can decrease the quality and characteristic of 

the environment and attraction. 

Recently the tourism business is searching for more visitors and new kind of activities and 

innovation in development can be useful to increase number of tourists and visitors. But there is 

also a third actor the destination area and the host community who has higher or lower degree 

invites people and tourists to share their landscape ‘Tourism is about people travelling in order to 

expand their experiential, imaginary, and ideological landscapes. Yet it is also about the effects 

this form of travelling has on the landscapes of the communities receiving the travelers’ (Larsen 

2000:199).   

The presence of tourism in an area can efficiently change the lived and experienced 

landscape of the hosts, the way the local people understand and reflect on their own living place 

as well as the values they give to it (Terkenli 2004). The relationship between people and places 

is important for geographical understanding, people construct places and places construct people. 

This is an on-going process and not something that is fixed or unchanging, it is always in a state 

of becoming (Holloway & Hubbard 2001). 

Tourism other than creating welfare can create physical landscape Morgan says that 

‘Tourism landscapes, like all landscapes, exist at the convergence of history and politics, social 

relations and cultural perceptions’ (2004:180). Tourism is also culturally powerful in shaping and 

creating characteristic landscape for destination or host community. 

The concept of landscape is not clear. The environment and the materiality of the place and 

environment shows the emotional attachment of residence and visitors there as well as the means 
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by which it is imagined, produced, consumed and contested. Residence, visitors and in wider level 

the foreign tourists can be part of social constructions and perfect concept of landscape and places. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There in connection between landscape representation and its physical form and also 

connection between tourism, social structure, landscape form, experiences and identities. 

Landscapes - including landscapes of leisure and tourism - are not fixed but are in constant state 

of transition as a result of continuous, dialectical struggles of power and resistance among the 

diversity of landscape providers, users and mediators. The meaning and understanding of a 

particular landscape has evolved over time and is embedded in and permeated by different 

societies’ social and cultural norms and symbols. Therefore it is not 31 only to be understood in 

terms of contemporary societies but also from the cultural codes of those who constructed it (ibid.). 

Crang (2004) encourages us to regard tourism as a dynamic force that creates places and 

to acknowledge that both tourist and destination cultures are transformed and produced through 

tourism. Both tourists and places are processual. Culture change, in the form of modernization, is 

a process which is both ongoing and accelerating all over the world. Research undertaken indicates 

that tourism is not the major element of cultural change in most societies; it is only one of many 

forces that promote change and the changes resulting from tourism are often not direct but indirect 

and filtered through many other forces of agency such as global economics, movies and television 

Criterion Type of landscape 

Origins  - Natural 

- Anthropogenic  

Topography - Mountainous  

- Upland 

- Lowland 

Natural environment - Forest 

- Marsh 

- Desert 

- Lake  

- Coast 

- … 

Development - Rural 

- Urban 

- Rural-urban fringe 

Function of geographical 

space (human activity) 

- Agriculture 

- Industrial 

- tourism 

Table 9: Type of landscape 
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Landscape Tourism

Table 10: Connection of landscape and tourism 

(Smith1989, Larsen 2000). There is, and will probably always be, an inherent tension in tourism 

between economic growth along with new employment opportunities and a desire to maintain a 

certain kind of landscape with significant values (Larsen 2000). Tourism can both stimulate and 

reinforce processes of change and identity formation already existent in the local communities 

(van Beek 2007). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The concept of “Tourism landscape” 

 The term landscape is overall unused in tourism geography and landscape by itself is the 

term that designing a place to attract people and visitors to selected area rather than something that 

appear as a result of direct or indirect activates. The term which most used is ‘tourism use of 

landscape or ‘attractiveness of landscape for tourism’ and ‘landscape as an element of 

attractiveness of tourism area’. There are also publications on regional architecture as an element 

of the cultural landscape of tourism destination.  

 The tourism landscape is the combination of natural and unnatural elements as well as 

consequences of tourism attraction and activity within the space. In other word the tourism 

landscape is designing, preparing or developing a natural environment in purpose of tourism 

industry and attracting visitors to area. With knowledge of its impacts in negative and positive 

ways to the nature and characteristics of selected area. So it has to be prepared to maximize the 

positive affect and minimize the negative affect. 

 In the selected area we are not talking about exact places that tourism are attracted there. It 

is also important to talk about the places that may be seen in the way to that selected area. In the 

first case it’s the elements as a natural or unnatural which could be interesting for tourists and 

visitors such as natural elements, historical monuments, flora, climates, and ecosystem of selected 

area and less often tourism infrastructures. In this kind of landscape tourists search for attractions. 

This kind of attraction and landscapes designed and developed naturally or man made to attract 

tourist in the specific area. On the other hand we have landscape resulting of tourism in this case 

we see and search for the consequences of visiting the place. We seek the consequences of tourist 
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visits to the area which can be development of the area or urbanization space for tourists. This kind 

of landscape can be called tourism development landscape because in this kind of landscape both 

beauty of the place (subjective) and consequences of the visit (objective) factors are taken into 

consideration. 

 

 

Table 11: Tourism landscape 

The requirements of a tourism activity lead to certain events which lead to changes in the 

space in which the activity takes place. These may cause an unintentional transformation of 

geographical space, a consequence of the kind of tourism, or they may be an intentional 

transformation enabling favored tourism activities to take place (WŁODARCZYK 1999, 2009). 

The basic components of tourism space landscape are element of geographical environment, and 

the result of tourism activities and activities on behalf of tourism. 

Tourism activities can be divided in three formats: 

- Unintentional transformation of geographical spaces including tourism activities which do 

not result in permanent tourism development but they are so clear and easy to notice in the 

nature and environment such as paths, ways, trails and roads.  

- International transformation of geographical spaces including all activities which are based 

for adjusting geographical space to recreational needs such as permanent elements of 

tourism development, tourism settlement , hotels and second homes. These activities are 

Geographical space

Space whose origin is not connected to with the tourism developement 
(nature,culture,history,economy,etc)

Consequence of tourism acitivities

result of uninternational or 
international transformation of 

geographical space

consequence of acitivities on behalf 
of tourism

result of acitivites usually done for 
commercial reasons, which enables tourist 

to use tourism assets. they make the 
tourism offer of the area more attractive 

(hotels,resturants.etc)

tourism space landscapes
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visible and can be called character of tourism based landscaping. This kind of tourism 

activities can be typical tourism colonization space. 

- Activities on behalf of tourism can be all activities which adjust the space and destination 

to the need of tourists to ease them to access to pre planed social and economic goals. 

Activities of this kind can seriously affect the nature and environment of the destination. 

Which natural environment and cultural landscape could transform. The tourism landscape are 

different and distinctive part of the cultural landscape. The consequence and result of this kind 

of changes and activities and varying the nature and environment can be seen in all part of 

tourism space. They are most pronounced in tourism colonization space (colonization for 

tourists), urbanization space and some parts of tourism penetration space (WŁODARCZYK 

1999, 2009). 

 

The features of tourism landscape 

 

Assuming the tourism space as a particular part of cultural landscape we may point out 

some of the characteristic features: 

 

- It is in the appearance of the place that we can easily identify the tourist’s activities there 

which can be seen that the tourism landscape and consequences of tourism in the space. 

These spaces can be presented with an illustration or photographs.  

 

- It shows the development of specific function which can only be useful in specific location 

and specific environment and nature.  

 

 

- It is the result of moving or removing, giving and renovating or developing pre-tourism 

landscape which did not result from tourism function and activates but at the end it becomes 

another layer of the cultural landscape. 

 

- It is consequence of interaction between man, the tourists and geographical space, both 

natural and cultural landscape.  

 

 

- It has both evolutionary and revolutionary transformation so it has its own history and its 

own characteristics which can be specified in specific environment and nature. 
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- It is often perceived through symbols, impressions or values (e.g. Kraków is identified with 

Wawel, Paris – with the Eiffel Tower, Śnieżka – with the ‘flying saucer’ refuge, Zakopane 

– Giewont, Guba- łówka and Morskie Oko, Białowieska Forest – bison). 

 

- it is a dynamic system and its functioning depends on the relations between components 

and on the main processes 

 

Landscape type in Tourism space 

  

 There are different type of landscape type in the tourism spaces which is relevant with the 

intensity and characteristics features of area depends on protection, cultural or environmental 

spaces. 

 

Type 1 – this type is about the places with not too much development of buildings and 

hotels and restaurants which we somehow keeps the main element and natural elements 

untouched and respectful to the nature and ecosystems. In this type we keep tourism activities 

limited to the shelters, trails and camps. Tourism activities in these areas are limited to 

exploration and penetrations. These areas are attractive because of their natural elements and 

specificity. Areas like this can be named as primary tourism landscape. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Landscape type 1 
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Type 2- With the large tourism investment and development and low amount of visitors 

these kind of places and tourism places was kind of point of attraction for specific period of times 

for example Olympic centers where huge investments were made in sports and tourism facilities, 

although after the Games they lost value dramatically, leading to closure or even destruction) 

(Alejzi,AK 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type 3- with large amount of tourists and a lot of improvement in different type of 

landscape and urbanism. Sometimes u can see in this type of landscape the damage which tourism 

industry has done to the environment and untouched nature. As we discussed before tourism 

industry also has negative impacts to the nature and environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Landscape type 2 

Figure 3: Landscape type 3 
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 Type 4 – in this type of landscape we can see little investment but in use of landscape and 

also attraction for tourism like ski resorts or jungle and national parks. Which also can affect the 

landscape in long term use if there is no long term planning for keeping the nature and environment 

for ecosystems and natural resources. In this kind of landscape with special care about nature and 

keeping the primary needs of tourism we can have perfect attraction for tourists.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type 5- with proper investment and caring about tourism use this kind of landscape always 

follow the historical shape and type of landscaping of the place. In this kind of landscape we can 

see special infrastructure for cycling, trailing path and walking path. This kind of landscape would 

be the most careful about untouched nature with not so many development and keeping the same 

shape and style of historical and cultural landscape. This kind of landscape always has harmony 

between space and landscape in 

the best shape of it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Landscape Type 4 

Figure 5: Landscape Type 5 
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Ecotourism  
 Ecotourism has different meaning for different people. Ecotourism is the enhancement and 

development of nature based on tourism industry which keeps the characteristic of the nature and 

keeping the negative impact of tourism in lowest level and keeping positive impacts higher. To 

some ecotourism is general term that encompasses nature-based adventure, soft adventure and 

cultural tourism. The term ecotourism was coined in 1983 by “Hctor Ceballos Lascurain” a 

Mexican environmentalist, and was initially used to describe nature based travel to relatively 

undisturbed areas with an emphasis on education. Ecotourism guaranteed the sustainable uses of 

natural environment while developing industry for local people and society.  

 There are also several different definition for ecotourism which I will show you in table 

below.  

 

Ceballos Lascurain 

(1987) (Joshi, 2011) 

Ecotourism is defined as travelling to relatively undisturbed natural 

areas with specific objective of studying, admiring and enjoying 

scenery and its wild animals and plants as well as existing.  

Conservation 

International (Ziffer, 

1989). 

A form of tourism inspired primarily by the natural history of an 

area, including its indigenous cultures. The ecotourist visits 

relatively undeveloped areas in the spirit of appreciation, 

participation and sensitivity. The ecotourist practices a non-

consumptive use of wildlife and natural resources and contributes 

to the visited areas through labor or financial means aimed at 

directly benefiting the conservation of the site and the economic 

well-being of the local residents. 

The National Ecotourism 

Strategy (1994) 

(QuickStart Guide to a 

Tourism Business, 2006)  

Ecotourism is nature based tourism that involves education and 

interpretation of the natural environment and is managed to be 

ecologically sustainable. This definition recognises that ‘natural 

environment’ included cultural components and that ‘ecologically 

sustainable’ involves an appropriate return to the local community 

and long term conservation of the resource.  

McCormick, 1994  

Purposeful travel to natural areas to understand the culture and 

natural history of the environment, taking care not to alter the 

integrity of the ecosystem, while producing economic opportunities 

that make the conservation of natural resources beneficial to local 

people 
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World Conservation 

Union (Brandon, 1996) 

Environmentally responsible travel and visitation to relatively 

undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature 

that promotes conservation, has low negative visitor impact, and 

provides for beneficially active socio-economic involvement of 

local populations.  

Honey, 1999 

Travel to fragile, pristine, and usually protected areas that strive to 

be low impact and (usually) small scale. It helps educate the 

traveler; provides funds for conservation; directly benefits the 

economic development and political empowerment of local 

communities; and fosters respect for different cultures and for 

human rights. 

Weaver, 1999 

Interest in ecotourism, now widespread among tourism planners 

and marketers, is rationalized by a number of popular assumptions 

regarding the sector’s potential economic, environmental, and 

socio-cultural benefits 

Weaver, 2001 

Ecotourism is a form of tourism that fosters learning experiences 

and appreciation of the natural environment, or some component 

thereof, within its associated cultural context’  

Table 12: Definition of Ecotourism 

 

The (International) Ecotourism Society in 1990: Responsible travel to natural areas that 

conserves the environment and improves the well-being of local people in 1996 by the World 

Conservation Union (IUCN) which describes ecotourism as: Environmentally responsible travel 

and visitation to natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and any accompanying 

cultural features, both past and present) that promote conservation, have a low visitor impact and 

provide for beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local peoples (Joshi, 2011)  

Ecotourism tries to raise environmental consciousness by exploring ecology and 

ecosystems and by providing environmental type experiences. Taking part in ecology actively and 

getting first hand impressions of how ecosystems work influence peoples’ ways of thinking, which 

finally raises awareness of conservation and protection (Ecotourism – Sustainable Tourism in 

National Parks and Protected Areas, 2005).  

According to Patterson (2002), characteristics of an ecotourism business are that it: 

 Have low impact to natural resources.  

 Involve stockholders in developing, protecting and monitoring the phases  

 Limit visitation to the area either  by group of people who are visiting or number of visitors 

 Support the work of conservation people which their experiences could be so helpful 

 Orient customers on the region to be visited  
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 Hire local people and buy supply from local industry as much as its possible 

 The nature is the center and based element to the tourism industry 

 Uses guides trained in interpretation of scientific or natural history. 

 Make sure that the wildlife is not hurt and kept away from harassment 

 Respect the culture of local people and their privacy 

According to Chesworth (1995), Ecotourism has six characteristics. These are: a) 

ecotourism involves travel to relatively undisturbed natural areas and/or archeological sites, b) 

it focuses on learning and the quality of experience, c) it economically benefits the local 

communities, d) ecotourists seek to view rare species, spectacular landscapes and/or the 

unusual and exotic, e) ecotourists do not delete resources but even sustain the environment or 

help undo damage to the environment, and f) ecotourists appreciate and respect local culture, 

traditions, etc. 

It focuses primarily on experiencing and learning about nature, its landscape, flora, fauna 

and their habitats, as well as cultural artefacts from the locality. A symbiotic and complex 

relationship between the environment and tourist activities is possible when this philosophy 

can be translated into appropriate policy, careful planning and tactful practicum (Rahman, 

2010).   

There is just a thin line of differentiation between sustainable tourism and ecotourism, 

which also shows that there is as such no absolute boundary between sustainable and 

unsustainable tourism (Eriksson, 2003)  

Socio cultural 

tourism

Adventure tourism

Ecotourism

Alternative tourism Mass tourism

Sustainable tourism Sustainable tourism

 

Table 13: Sustainable tourism vs Mass Tourism 
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There are so different type of characteristics in ecotourism compare to mass tourism which 

their follow different meaning and different structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Characteristics of mass tourism Characteristics of ecotourism 

Large groups of visitors 
Small groups of visitors 

Urban 
Rural 

Touristic general marketing activities 
Eco-marketing activities 

Average prices for purposes of market 

penetration 

High price with purpose of filtering the market  

Impact on natural environment 
Little impact on the natural environment 

Advanced control options 
Limited possibilities of control 

Management based on macroeconomic 

principles  

Management based on local economic 

principles 

Anonymous relationship between visitors and 

local community 

Personalized relationships between visitors 

and local community 

General development goals 
Local development objectives  

Behavior-oriented leisure 

activities/entertainment, opponents to 

education and training actions  

Loyalty in the process of training and 

education for appropriate conduct for the 

natural environment 

Intensive development of tourism facilities Reduced development of tourism facilities 

Table 14: Characteristics of tourism 
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Protected landscape area 

 

 Landscape has several connection and preparations Knudsen et al. (1995) clarify that 

landscape cannot be the same for two individuals because each of them has a different interaction 

with the landscape and their knowledge of landscape differs. Therefore there is no universal 

definition for landscape. The European Landscape Convention and Explanatory report defines 

landscape as follows: “Landscape means an area, as perceived by people, which character is the 

result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe 2000, 

article 1). In the Czech Republic, the term landscape is defined in the Act No. 114/1992 Coll, on 

the protection of nature and landscape as: “a part of earth surface with characteristic relief, which 

is created by functional connection of ecosystems and civilizing elements”. 

Healy (1994) determines that the ability to view natural and man-made scenes that are 

interesting is an important part of the tourism experience and it is probably the principal motivation 

for many visitors. Macagno et al. (2010) have a similar opinion and published that it is widely 

acknowledged that the landscape features can play a major role in determining the tourist 

destination choice. 

 

Within the field of tourism studies, the landscape is connected to the visual hegemony and 

it is expressed in the terms as “the tourist gaze” and “place consumption” (Daugstat 2007: 402–

426). The term tourist view is strongly connected to the Urry’s theory. The Urry’s theory is 

inspirited by the Foucault´s work The Birth of the Clinic (1973), in which the power associated 

with the gaze in the medical understanding by presenting the active vision attributed to the 

physicians is discussed (Knudsen 1995). The tourist landscape is way different from point of view 

of everyday experience and the landscape based on tourism are based on point of view of tourists 

which has different form social pattering with sensitivity of visual and natural elements of 

landscape. A tourist always like to visit a particular environment which is something that is socially 

constructed and depends on developing a cultural desire for particular landscape. 

 

Knudsen et al. (1995) conclude that the focus of the study of tourism is and should be the 

landscape. They agree with Minca and Oakes (2006), in whose point of view the tourism landscape 

is a result of several processes made by the state, regional offices, tourist agencies, tourists and 

others. 
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Sustainable tourism – Ecotourism – Nature tourism 

Nature tourism 

Till 19th century there was not nature tourism like it is today. The travelers have some 

experience about natures. There was also some science travelers in the age of Enlightenment such 

as James Cook. Tourism focused on the Alpine region science 18th century. Later on 20th century 

the nature tourism come to existence with first discovery tour to the European Alps and 

establishment of Alpine association. The labor and youth movement in late 19th and 20th is also 

counted as nature tourism.  

However till mid-20th century “world trip” was kind of possible for upper class of society. 

For the male normal citizen travelling was consist on soldiership until after World War 2. It was 

also kind of related to transportation and technology which could not make people capable to 

travelling around the world easily. 

Although tourism was considered as ‘white industry’ till 1960s. it was really important 

those days because the industry of tourism will also have impact in nature and environment and 

social life of people (Obudho, 2000). So it was going to be huge industry and need consideration 

and time plans to control it.  

Soft tourism  

 Soft tourism is kind of another dimension of tourism, is environmentally and socially 

respectful to the nature and environment and culture of hosted destination. Soft tourism is kind of 

tourism which is not related to the technology at all. It means it’s far from technology as much as 

possible.  

The term of soft tourism introduced by German speaking countries in 1980. When 

futurologist Robert Junk presented the term of soft travelers as apposite of rough travelers of 

massed tourism in the magazine GEO.  

This kind of tourism is based on minimizing the negative impact of mass tourism such as 

environmental, social and cultural pollution. Main concern of soft tourism is that make no changes 

in environment. No mass development and also sustaining the use of resources such as land, water 

and forests. 

In addition, the sector ought to be responsible for reducing and disposing of waste through 

recycling; effective sewage treatment and waste disposal; adopting energy efficient practices; 

minimizing environmental and health risks; undertaking green marketing by promoting ‘soft 

tourism’ that minimizes adverse environmental impacts; providing complete and credible 

information for tourists incorporating environmental values in operation management; and 

conducting environmental audits. 

Soft tourism started in developing countries in 20th century such as Switzerland and Austria 

and it is exactly the best solution to lower and disappear the impact of mass tourism. Which 

somehow in some countries like Estonia it soft tourism in forests is the main concern to increase 

the tourists and decrease the negative impacts and pollution. 
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Ecotourism  

 The term ecotourism was introduced around 1965. When ecological aspects were important 

to keep as before. It was mainly the form of the tourism which is based on visiting and getting to 

the destination with minimizing the negative natural impacts. It is mainly consist on co financing 

protected area and keep the nature safe. This kind of tourism is mainly so close to nature and 

protected area and interests of local population. 

 Ecotourism is now a days defined as “responsible travel to natural areas that conserve the 

environment, sustains the well-being of the local people, and involves interpretation and 

education” since the main concern of ecotourism is keeping the ecology and environment safe and 

be respectful to the nature. Any kind of ecotourism areas have to follow specific principals such 

as:  

1) Minimizing any kind of physical and social and environmental impacts. 

2) Respect to the environmental and cultural aspect of destination. 

3) Make positive experiences for both visitors and hosts. 

4) Make financial benefits for hosts. 

5) Make financial benefits for both local people and private industry. 

6) Deliver amazing experience and memorable experience for visitors. 

7) Design and develop low impact facilities.  

8) Recognize the rights and spiritual beliefs of the Indigenous People in your community 

and work in partnership with them to create empowerment. 

 

Benefits of ecotourism are also divided to several points which they are: 

1) As you travel around the world not only u learn about the places and the areas that you are 

visiting. You learn new part of yourself and you know yourself more 

2) Variety of new culture new type of dress and new habitat that you get from visiting other 

countries and places 

3) Every person gets different type of excitement of their eco-travels and their living time in 

different places. It will gives them the sense of thrill seeker in travelers. 

4) People also may learn different languages when they travel to different places and different 

countries they will learn more words in different languages.  

5) There are several places that some travelers can go to find history of their selves with 

different kind of food and different experiences. 

6) People can bring new experiences to other people by their photos and movies which they 

are recording 

7) It’s not impossible anymore that you see several places which they are beautiful and so far 

away as well. But these days it’s easy to travel there. And different destinations.  
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Case study- Eco tourism in Antalya (Turkey)  
The first place that I choose as an example of ecotourism is Ölü Deniz Beach. Ölü Deniz 

Beach is the place in the turkey located on the Mediterranean coast of Turkey. It has 2-3 Km width 

and 200-300 meter length. It is one of the most popular beaches in Turkey. Belek Beach is located at 

the 30 Km at the eastern coast of Antalya.  

 

Figure 6: Antalya, Oludeniz map 

 

SWOT analysis of Antalya  

 

Strength  Weaknesses 

Climate 

Abandoned fresh waters 

Diverse coastline with scenic assets 

Spectral cultural heritage   

Geographical positions 

Environmental quality(Water quality/ Air 

quality) 

Strengthening professionals  

Economy attractive to foreign visitors 

Urbanization along the coastline and 

building design Gearing for specific (high 

volume/low quality) tourism sector. 

Lack of strategy for protected areas 

Not matching the protected area aspiration 

and practice. 

Physical vulnerability of specific coastal 

areas 

Lack of enforcement of statutes and 

regulations. 

Co-ordination deficiency as a result of 

multiplicity in institutional structure. 

Opportunities  Threats  

Biodiversity hot spots - Emphasis on turtle 

conservation/interpretation. 

Promotion to other tourism sectors (e.g. 

ecotourism). 

Population pressure – migration to coastal. 

Damage to cultural heritage and 

biodiversity. 
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Infrastructure changes (moving main road 

away from beach). 

Advances in effective waste disposal 

technology. 

Local Agenda 21 strategy increasing 

opportunities for public participation. 

 

 

Susceptibility of ground water to landfill 

leachate damage (need for adequate 

pollution prevention). 

Worst economic crisis in the country’s post-

war history and subsequent inflation. 

Competition between Mediterranean 

countries for tourist numbers. 

Climate change making height of season too 

hot. 
Table 15: SWOT analysis of Antalya 

Demographics  

 

 In the bitch male visitors are more than female visitors. Male visitors are likely 53% while 

female visitors are 49%. In same time at Belek Beach the male visitors are higher. The male visitors 

is 69% and 31% is the value of women visitors. Children under 10 years old has 30% of visitors 

in two locations. And the age of visitors are from 18-75 and the average is 35 years old. Children 

are located in occupations. Professionals comprised 31%. Skilled manual is 59%. Retired and 

unemployed and students form a group of 10%. For Belek the figures are 40%, 10% and 48%. The 

average earning in Ölü is 20.200$ and for Belek is 25.000$. 

Beach use  

 Researches show that 30% visitors of Ölü Deniz area visiting the beach every day. While 

in Belek the amount goes to 58%. And in Ölü the amount of visitors who visit the beach once in 

two days or not visiting at all is 18% while in Belek the amount goes to 30%. One percent of the 

visitors of Ölü stayed there less than one hour meantime the amount of people who spent their time 

in both beaches were between 4-8 hours. The main reasons of visiting are swimming, relaxing, 

nurture visiting and walking and cycling and it shows that 6% starting that water sports were a big 

attraction at Ölü but in Belek the amount goes to 1%.  

Perceptions 

 The amount of enjoyment in holidays in Ölü is around 65%. The surveys shows that the 

amount of enjoyment and excitement of visitors in Ölü compares to Belek is 15% higher. The 

beach appearance in Ölü is around 83% while the amount in Belek goes to around 80%. Without 

exception; clean water and sand were deemed the most important parameters associated with 

beaches, evidenced by many worldwide surveys.  

Item Ölü Belek 

Litter 56 63 

Dog fouling 54 21 

Poor/No sand 24 21 

Lack of facilities 23 15 

Poor water quality 20 80 
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Poor access 17 7 

Sewage 15 45 

Noise 14 36 

Smell 1 42 

Seaweed 0 27 

Table 16: Comparing weaknesses in Antalya 

Economic evaluation 

 

Payment per visit was the preferred method of payment (66% vs. 77%, at Belek and Ölü 

Deniz beach respectively), with a voluntary box attracting 18% and 10% for Belek and Ölü Deniz 

beach respondents. Apart from one Belek respondent, both groups vetoed car-parking charges. The 

higher the earnings per annum, the higher the willing to pay. It is important to mention that willing 

to pay is based on earning of the visitors. Like the higher earning the higher willing to pay.  

EARNING ÖLÜ DENIZ BELEK 

27.001-50.000 1.25 2.17 

18.001-27.000 1.18 0.89 

12.001-18.000 1.15 1.00 

BELOW 12000 0.95 1.00 

Table 17: WTP in Antalya 

The amount of willing to pay can basically make any kind of tourist destination famous, 

popular in the same time it could make it more expensive in Turkish beaches  and not really good 

destination for ecotourism. However it can make the beach more visually nice as a recreational 

area. It also can make people more willing to pay to support this kind of projects and use the 

facilities there. 

1) Calculating Environment impact assessment for new developments  

2) Prevention of sand dunes destructions  

3) Removing illegal houses there 

4) Screening of hotel and beach lightings  

5) Prohibition of polluting and bonfires  

6) Imitation of marine turtle information and awareness and campaigns  

These are the main important aspect to keep the ecosystem and area protected and outside 

of pollutions and negative impacts. 
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Case study (Botswana) 
 Bostwana is located at northern side of South Africa. Bostwana is known for having the 

best wild life areas on the African content. 38 percent of the country is kind of national park, 

reverses and wildlife management areas. These national park more or less don’t have any fences 

to allow wild animals to come in and go out. Travelling around country will give you the feelings 

of moving through an immense nature wonderland.  

 

Figure 7: Bostwana map 

 

It’s important to mention that ecotourism and sustainable tourism in Bostwana has its own 

rules and regulations and characters in this area. The main important points of ecotourism and 

sustainable tourism in this area are: 

- Maintain and protect essential ecological process and help to keep and protect natural 

heritage and biodiversity of site. 

- Respect the socio-cultural authenticity of the host communities  

- Providing benefits to the stockholders and private and local industries  
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There are several objective as well for ecotourism in Bostwana which also is kind of rules 

of ecotourism in any other places as well and they can refer to every ecotourism projects: 

- Minimizing any kind of negative impacts.  

- Maximizing the involvement in, and the equable distribution of economic benefits to host 

communities. 

- Maximizing possibilities for re-investment in conservations  

- Educating both visitors and local people as the importance of conserving and protecting 

the local and cultural heritage 

- Giving the best and amazing experience to the tourists  

Bostwana is well positioned to meet both sustainable tourism and ecotourism conditions to the 

environmentally responsible national and international tourist. This is important to say that the 

country is already a popular nature based tourism area. The most visitors are potentially very 

concerned about Bostwana’s environment including, the protection of biodiversity, reduction of 

pollution and conservation of wildlife and decrease in green houses gas.  

Bostwana is endowed on great wildlife and wilderness, scenic beauty, unique archeological, 

ecological and cultural characteristics which have been the basis for tourist’s arrivals. The presence 

of these resources, the steady increase the number of holiday arrivals.  

After all the government needs to have proper plan and investment to increase the number of 

tourists. to make it better and more comfortable for visitors and keeping the place safe governments 

needs to have proper plan to increase the positive impact of tourism and decreasing the negative 

impacts of mass tourism.  

Ecotourism policy in Bostwana 

It is important to mention that ecotourism needs policy and proper time plan and physical 

plan to work. It needs professional and well researched business plan. The ecotourism business 

plan is a key component to ensure the viability of the enterprise. An ecotourism business plan is a 

framework and blueprint for development marketing and management of operation and describe 

the goals, tactics, strategies and management of the activities to achieve success. For this the 

operator must clearly demonstrate the financial capability of the business which may include:  

1) To understand what is special markets and business which attract tourists and visitors 

2) A focus on sustainable landscape designing, engineering and architecture 

3) A wish to sustainable practices 

4) A commitment to the cost associated with the management of the environment friendly 

activities 

5) A knowledge of the Bostwana laws and regulations 

Physical Design and operation of Bostwana 

 The whole design and operation should be based on sustainable design and understanding 

the environment and potential environment impacts. On the basis of the above and necessarily 

impacting on developer’s innovativeness and consideration should be based on following points: 

1) Site selection and environment impact assessment of the place 
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2) Architectural motif 

3) Material Life-cycle analysis 

4) Development footprint  

5) Building materials  

Sustainable design 

 The environment management should be respectful to the ecotourism. In same time it is 

important that these facilities could make positive impacts on the ecotourism system of the area. 

It is always important to know how to manage the water, water pollution and also waste 

management in ecotourism areas: 

- Water conservation: it is important to know, plan and prepare the amount of water that 

any kind of water activities may use such as cooking, washing laundries and any tourism 

center and camps or hotels. It is also so important to know how to manage and know 

amount of waste water. It should be planned different facilities to manage and clean and re 

use the waste water of any facilities and any activates. There are several water conservation 

management way that can be use in this area such as : 

o Developing water use profile and forecast 

o Identifying consumption levels by department  

o Installing flow restrictions to control water waste 

o Monitoring the quality of water 

o Recording and monitoring the weekly usage of water 

o Use rainwater capture techniques  

o Avoiding from licking and wasting water 

o Developing water usage reduction system 

o Regular monitoring of meters and sub meters 

- Waste water management: waste water usually come from the bathing and toilet flashes 

or some other stuffs but there are also facilities like laundries, housekeeping , maintenance 

and kitchen or cooking facilities. If waste water was not properly handled and maintained 

could be source of smell and other kind of illness and could disappoint and destroying the 

tourists interests in the place and even countries. 

- Air quality: air quality is becoming one of the most important problems in any kind of 

tourism countries or tourism attraction areas. Air pollution is so important these days 

because it can cause health problem or ecosystem problem. The air pollution could more 

or less come from mobile facilities such as car or power stations. In addition to these 

sources there is also indoor air pollution that can bring from different facilities inside of 

the buildings. Managing air system and air qualities needs proper plan and time planning. 

This plan in Bostwana should include: 

o Minimal use of all volatile organic compounds  

o Servicing vehicles and point source and power facilities  

o Use dust arresting techniques 

o Natural ventilation techniques  

o  Use non ozone making substance  

o Institute to minimizing the production of greenhouses gasses 
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- Noise pollution: noise pollution can be annoying and needs to be cared in any activities 

can make noise. Effort should made to be made in activities that reduces the noises. In this 

ecotourism management should prepare noise management plan for the facilities. 

Ecotourism activities can sometimes make some noises that needs to be managed. The plan 

for managing noise in Bostwana should include:  

o Noisy construction should work in specific times in day  

o Noise abatement measures employed should achieve maximum increase in 

background  

o Noisy activities and noisy facilities should work behind the barrier walls and should 

be covered. Like sound walls and temporary sound barrier curtains   

o Certified operating noise emission equipment should be encouraged  

o Constructors and building constructors should consider employing noise 

consultants  

o Safari and wildlife activities should minimize the noise 

o Equipment maintenance should be in plan  

o Acoustic design in building and constructions 

- Solid waste management: this the most important aspect of ecotourism in Bostwana. Eco 

tourism management should have proper manager to minimizing the solid waste. 

Endeavors to take into consideration waste hierarchy. The plan should have following 

issues:  

o Establish and put reduce packaging measures such as bulk buying  

o Minimize the type and level of waste to identify the opportunities for reduction 

o Compost kitchen waste and landscape vegetation 

o Install refillable amenity dispensers  

o Establish a reuse and recycle program 

o Use more recyclable containers 

o Purchase durable and repairable goods  

o Inform guest about recycling programs 

o Train stuffs how to recycle and reuse products and materials  

o Eliminate the use of disposable items  

-  Energy conservation: Bostwana depends on non-renewable resources for energy and the 

demand for energy by all sectors is increasing. The country is also importing energy to 

meet its demands. An ecotourism management therefore should have energy conservation 

plan for the facilities. The plan should include but not limited to: 

o Preparing energy conservation measures and monitoring plan 

o Use and installation of solar panel 

o Use of thermal hot water heaters 

o Installing compact florescent lights  

o Consideration of wind turbine/ hybrid power source 

o Install low energy consumption appliances 

o Use low energy consumption fixtures and occupancy sectors 

o Use solar energy in laundry department 

o Install sub-metering by department 
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o Insulate all hot water pipes 

o Conduct regular preventative maintenance program 

o Establish a visitor energy use awareness program 

- Hazardous materials: the hospitality industry through activity such as laundry and 

housekeeping may use a variety of hazardous materials such as cleaning solvents and 

pesticides. Owning to this, ecotourism facilities may have to develop hazardous material 

handling protocols which may limited to: 

o Establish a hazardous material handling program  

o Provide registration of all hazardous materials 

o If possible replace hazardous products with non-hazardous products  

o Use of only biodegradable practices, herbicides and fungicides 

o Use of dedicated areas for hazardous materials 

o Developing spill response plans 

Ecotourism operators need tools to measure the result of the implementation of these 

guidelines: 

1) Water conservation audit 

2) Energy management audit  

3) Employee awareness and understanding audit 

4) Visitors satisfaction and awareness audit  

5) Emergency response plan 

This audit should also include plan of actions and time table to control everything and 

decide the best way to increase satisfaction of tourist and attracting more tourists and visitors to 

the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Figure 8: Architecture motif 
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Methodology 
The methodology was to find out subjects and physical features that can be used for 

improving the quality of ecotourism and protected area for the visitors. These subjects and features 

are going to be used in the design of this project. The process is divided to six phases and each 

stage secure the next one which I’m using in the design. 

 

Phase 1- this phase was literature overview and researches about tourism, tourism impacts, 

and tourism landscape, eco-tourism, sustainable tourism and important aspect of eco-tourism. 

Important subjects, studies, examples and parameters from different authors were elaborated and 

merged into a holistic text as fundamental information for the following phases. Literature was 

found by using keywords such as: Tourism, tourism impacts, sustainable tourism. Tourism based 

landscaping and ecotourism.  

Phase 2- in this phase I researched about two different case study and their principals in 

the designing about ecotourism in different places. First one was ecotourism in Antalya in turkey. 

I was considering the survey about two different beaches in the Antalya. The demography and 

other information about keeping the place protected. Tourism attraction in different beaches 

because of less protective and higher protective. Willing to pay is also was one of the main 

component that make the tourism attraction and more famous. The other one was Bostwana which 

located in southern part of Africa and is very famous for ecotourism and ecotourism management. 

I found out different material and different point that it must be used in ecotourism protected area 

which I’m going to use them as design criteria.  

Phase 3- in this phase I was trying to analysis the site. I found out the more sensitive area 

in the area. Finding the capacity and dividing the activities to motorized and non-motorized. In 

final part I could understand which part is more sensitive and less sensitive. After all of these I 

tried to understand the SWOT analysis of the site. Based on information that I had about the site. 

There could not be any high motorized activities. After that I know in which places I can use more 

activity and what kind of activity and how the activity going to work in my design project. 

 Phase 4- in this phase I combined phase 1-3 to understand design criteria the component 

that I can use in my project. What is necessary to do in the site and what I’m not capable to use in 

the site. Design criteria was overlay based on main structure of tourism and eco-tourism, 

sustainable tourism and main principals that I get from case study number 1 and 2. Features that 

occurred to be more relevant and have bigger effect for the site according to the analyses of the 

Ashouradeh were added to the criteria. Aspects that had less impact were excluded so the criteria 

could be more qualitative by including the information that is more important in improving the 

quality. For example, from literature it came out that the place must have different energy saving 

method or the structures and hotels must be based on local material, but according to the analysis 

it’s not possible to make huge wooden structures because of bringing the materials into the site 

and it’s not possible to have big structures. But still it’s possible to bring car movement to the site 

make it less noisy and energy efficiency with electrical cars and wind turbine and of course solar 

panels. 
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 Phase 5- in this phase I was considering the main zoning plan by using the design criteria 

and use the zoning plan to get to the advance level of using different component and different idea 

in different zones of site and connecting the zones to each other and how to make the one simple 

concept out of the zoning plan based on sensitivity and capacity and design criteria to make 

Ashouradeh attraction for nature tourism and perfect example of ecotourism in Iran.  

 Phase 6- in this phase I choose smallest area and smallest place as an example of whole 

site and I tried to design it based on ecotourism rules and regulations. How to make it more 

attractive for tourists and visitors and in this small area. I used local materials and not huge 

constructions and trying to keep the ecological characteristics of Ashouradeh. I gain my 

information by the help of other 3 architects and a company which I was working in for two years 

so the concept that I used in the site was based on information and based on zoning that I designed 

on the last page.  

                                                       

Literature review

Case studies and 

comparing with site

Site analysis, stress 

and capacity 

analysis

Design criteria

Zoning plan

Designing the 

example

 

Table 18: Methodology 
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  Site Analysis  

 

Figure 9: Location of Ashouradeh 
 

Ashuradeh, located at the tip of Miyankaleh, is the only Iranian island in the Caspian Sea 

which, as per the proposal of Golestan’s Department of Environment, will become a tourism hub. 

The island has unique attractions and is one of the important hubs of tourism, but its potentials 

have not yet been utilized effectively. It is situated 3 km from the coast of Turkmen Port and is 

bound to Caspian Sea in the north, Chopoq Oghli Strait in the east, Khazini water canal in the east 

and Gulf of Gorgan in the south. 

 

Figure 10: Birds in Ashouradeh 
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Potentials  

In the third presidential trip to Golestan in October 2010, a working group for following 

up Ashuradeh’s problems was formed. It was decided that environmental and tourism projects be 

carried out in accordance with environmental considerations. Officials have emphasized that this 

will help generate more jobs and lead to the economic prosperity of the region. The issue of 

separating Ashuradeh from Miyankaleh Biosphere Reserve in Mazandaran province has been a 

source of debate among the environmental officials of Golestan and Mazandaran provinces. Sasan 

Alinejad, the director general of Golestan’s Department of Environment, said developmental 

activities should be lawful and expectations should be based on capabilities and potentials.“With 

regard to Ashuradeh Island, the type of tourism activity we want for this island should be 

determined. Ashuradeh can offer its capacities to the province, but it must be borne in mind that 

those who visit the country’s Northern provinces are not looking for a hotel and want to enjoy its 

pristine natural resources,” he said. Alinejad emphasized that Ashuradeh cannot be created 

elsewhere and it is more appropriate to maintain it as it is. “We have certain duties that we cannot 

fulfill due to the prevailing inefficient organizational structure. The pivotal point of development 

is human resources and development can bring peace and calm only when social justice is heeded. 

If we want to prevent migration, we should create the parameters needed for development. Progress 

takes place within the framework of the environment,” he said. 

Topography 

The total area of Ashuradeh Island is about 1,200 hectares, though only 400 hectares of it 

are usable. This island was a hunting area during the Safavid era and consequently castles were 

built in it. Due to the rise in the Caspian Sea water level, Ashurdaeh Island separated from 

Miyankaleh. The island is 26 meters above the level of free waters and it has mild climatic 

conditions. The island had over 1,000 residents and boasted of facilities such as police station, 

junior high school, shops, mosque and Husseiniyeh (a place for holding religious ceremonies). 

People of the area bred livestock, were laborers and fishermen until the flood swamped the island 

in 1993 and all its inhabitants abandoned it. The flora of the island includes raspberry bushes and 

sour pomegranate trees. Animals like jackal, fox, rabbit, fish and partridge are found on the island. 

Based on the Cabinet approval, this Iranian island is expected to rival Iran’s Kish Island in the 

north. The Cabinet has ordered that a special working group be formed to expedite the development 

of the island. 
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Tourism attraction 

 Local people believes that Ashouradeh Harber was the place for leprosies long time 

ago and now over the preservation or destruction of the environment of the island a decade ago 

between government officials and environmental controversy. From the time it was announced 

tourism projects should be implemented on the island of pristine Ashuradeh. 

  

 Environment lovers believe that any kind of tourism projects will change the 

untouched and beautiful environment to worst situation that it could have. Fears that the 

implementation of tourism, the island's commuter tourists to its pristine and home to birds away 

and only because the tourists to the residential centers that night to morning and from Centers 

purchasing and sit and watch the sunset. Because at that time certainly other wild horses, flamingos 

and many other animals on the island cannot tolerate the presence of tourists and maybe find a 

way to move. 

 

Figure 11: Settlement in Ashouradeh 
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One way to access the island is from the port of Turkmen harbor port that has a major coastal 

market there and each night a lot of people go there for shopping. From taking photographs with 

local clothes to buy foreign products and Chinese crafts including Hindi and Pakistani. In addition 

to the bazaar, built pavilions for the public's amusement. Where with iron bars and plastics some 

local shop has been built to sell scarves and Turkmen clothes for men and women that is located 

in front of departments of the sea and the harbor. 

Main connection to Island  

There is not much distance between gazebos and see. Between the stones close to the 

Caspian Sea and inside the marsh that happened because of the pollution of Caspian Sea and the 

red vegetables which has been grown there, there are lots of waste and rubbish aggression because 

of not caring of government and people to this area which is the best location to get to the 

Aushouradeh Island from Torkmen harbor.  

From the harbor the only way to get to the Island is to get powerboats. There was wooden 

boat many years ago but the people who was in charge was so consist of getting more money so 

they tried to transfer  more people than they have to do 3 or 4 people has been dead because of this 

problem. These years there are only motor boats allowed which they can transfer 10 peoples and 

they get around 10 dollars for each person. So If anyone interests to stay there for longer time they 

have to arrange specific time with one boat owner to come back with the boat and there aren’t any 

other way to come back from Island to Turkmen Harbor. 

Figure 12: Entrance of ashouradeh 
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Weaknesses of Island 

 Even though the Island is not that big there are a lot of rubbishes inside the island 

everywhere. There were some tourists who complain about the rubbishes everywhere in the island 

and it will destroy the eco system of island. Even though there is control of government and 

environmental protection there, there is not enough force to clean the island from rubbishes. 

 

 The people use to live in this place many years ago and because of increasing water 

level of Island they left the place. The public showers were so common those days and after the 

people left the area there is just some public showers in some places which is not usable and the 

people even closed the gas cables there and left the Island. 

  

 

Many years ago there was a train line which ends in the harbor of the island and now there 

is only some wooden parts of it left there which is a living place for birds like Phalacrocoracidae. 

 Phalacrocoracidae comprises a single genus (Phalacrocorax) (see van Tets (1976) support 

for two genera (Phalacrocorax (cormorants) and Leucocarbo (shags), and Siegel-Causey (1988) 

support for nine genera). There remains disagreement concerning the number of species within 

Phalacrocoracidea, but generally 38 species are recognized including the extinct spectacled 

cormorant (Phalacrocorax perspicillatus). 

Figure 13: Special Bird attraction in Ashouradeh 

http://miankaleh-wildlife.ir/%d8%a8%d8%a7%da%a9%d9%84%d8%a7%d9%86-phalacrocoracidae/
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 The Phalacrocoracidae is the type of the bird which is living there and immigrating in the 

island which has the main tourism points to come to the island and watch them. That’s the main 

reason the environment protectors insist on not destroying the ecosystem with construction, 

buildings, projects and living area in the island and they have the idea that people can come there 

by boat visit and go back to Torkmen harbor for living and staying .  

  

The houses were left there are such as old metal houses which now is a place for workers there 

which working in Fisheries companies for governments there. 

 

There is a restaurant in the island now which works for tourism and fisheries and workers 

there which does not serve Caviar and if someone has any special order he/she needs to prepare 

the time with restaurant in advance. 

 There are also several shops in the Island which can sell some primary needs of tourists 

and workers in the island. Nearby the shops there are also signs which shows the time of visiting 

old Russian castle which located there and the name is part of historical building of countries. 

 Sometimes there are lots of visitors moving there and there are small rooms that can be 

rented for a while to them which are built based on structures of old buildings there .Environment 

Figure 14: House conditions in Ashouradeh 

http://miankaleh-wildlife.ir/%d8%a8%d8%a7%da%a9%d9%84%d8%a7%d9%86-phalacrocoracidae/
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protectors and people believe that these houses could be settle and have possibilities to stay there 

instead of constructing hotel and new units of living and bringing a lot of construction cars and 

pollutions there. Any kind of construction which based on masonry construction can be harmful 

for the eco system of island and living places for the birds and wild horses. 

 

Figure 15: House condition in Ashouradeh 

 

 

 

Weather 

Ashouradeh located in Caspian see which this place does not get that much rain drop in year. We 

calculate the weather system in Ashouradeh based on Bandar Torkman climate. So average 

Temperature is 17.8 C. The rainfall there is also around 433 mm. 

There are several graphs which shows the maximum and minimum temperature, rain drops, 

wind and visibility there 
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Table 19: Temperature in Ashouradeh 

 

 

The maximum temperature is between May and September and minimum is between 

January and March. 
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Highest rainfall is in the January around 45 mm and lowest rainfall is in September around 

0 mm. Ashouradeh has kind of hot and humid weather with medium rainfall and in some cases 

windy as well . 

It is the best place for birds in summer so we can divide the place to high season and low 

season for tourism and ecotourism.  

 

 

Table 20: Average Rainfall in Ashouradeh 
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Site map 

 

There is a zoning plan of area which divided Ashouradeh to several zones which each one 

of them has its own specific characteristics. There is warm water zone in Ashouradeh which is 

good for special kind of water species and water activities which don’t hurt the nature. One of the 

main important point of ecotourism in Ashouradeh is to keep the wildlife safe. 

 

 

Figure 16: Site map AShouradeh 

 

The whole area is around 600 hector which divided to 4 main areas. Each one of them has its own 

functionality. Natural field is the place which has the main attraction for birds and horses and is 

the best place for wildlife visitors.  
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Landscape report of Ashouradeh 
This section contains along with the landscape character assessment (LCA) an analysis 

through Ashouradeh in Iran. LCA is a process of systematic description, classification and analysis 

of landscape, in order to identify, describe and understand its character. It shows us their variety, 

and helps us to understand what makes one landscape different from another. So the Ashouradeh 

Island was divided into other small areas using the landscape character types created by 

systematically looking at a range of features that form the different types of landscape, such as; 

topography, soil types, hydrology, land use, settlements and roads. Our objective was to find a 

range of seasonal recreation activities to different requirements for each area in frames of 

developing the area of Ashouradeh. The combined information allow to create a sensitivity map 

and a pressure map which then enabled us to calculate the capacity and suitability for the different 

areas in Ashouradeh. Through this process we were able to reach our goal and to create a map 

which shows territories suitable for certain activities. 

Landscape area type in Ashouradeh 

  

Ashouradeh divided to six main landscape type : 

1) Wetlands 

2) Sand Dumes 

3) Sparely populated agricultural area 

4) Wetland with no population 

5) Forest with no population 

6) River bed area 

7) Non populated area 

 

Figure 17: Landscape type in Ashouradeh 
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Landscape character: 

To summarize the LCA method was used to distinct types of landscape which are generic in character in that they may occur in different parts of the area in Ashouradeh, that share broadly similar combinations 

of geology, topography, drainage patterns, vegetation, historical land use and settlement pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Landscape characteristics in Ashouradeh 
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Calculating sensitivity 

Sensitivity was calculated under three categories: ecology (including relevant physical 

attributes such as geomorphology, hydrology etc.) culture/heritage and quality/aesthetics. 

Using the landscape character types and the already compiled mapping, each area was given a 

score 1-5 (5 being the highest, 1 being the lowest) which was then used to calculate the areas 

sensitivity under these factors. Weighting the priorities of ecology as the most sensitive, 

followed by quality and aesthetics then cultural sites the sensitivity average was created using 

the following formula: 

(Ecology*2) + (Geophysics*1) + (Culture*1) / 3 

 The sensitivity of a landscape can be measure with the degree to which the character 

and qualities of the landscape are affected by specific types of development and land-use 

change. Sensitivity depends upon the type, nature and magnitude of the proposed change as 

well as the characteristics of the landscape itself. This means that high sensitivity indicates 

landscapes are vulnerable to changes and low sensitivity that they are more able to adjust to 

changes (landscape will essentially remain unaltered). 

Area  
Ecology Geophysics Culture 

Average  Colors 
Habitat Species Hydrology Soils Historical Scenic 

1 5 5 5 3 1 5 4.25   

2 5 5 1 3 1 5 3.75   

3 3 3 1 3 1 1 2.25   

4 5 5 1 3 1 5 3.75   

5 5 3 1 1 1 5 3.5   

6 1 1 3 3 5 3 2.25   

7 3 3 1 3 1 5 2.25   

Table 21: Sensitivity Table 

  High = 5, Medium = 3, Low = 1
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Ashouradeh map sensitivity: 

 

 

It would be nice to mention all the palces in Ashouradeh has high sesntivity but its comparing inside the site between different spaces.

Figure 19: Sensitivity map Ashouradeh 
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Calculating potential : 

Potential was calculated considering recreation’s two factors: water and land, which 

were divided by two: summer and winter. These were also divided by motorized and 

unmotorized activities. Motorized activities were such as motor biking, jet skis and boat tours. 

Unmotorized activities include camping, cycling, skiing and hiking which these kind of 

activities in Ashouradeh are not accessible because of high sensitivity and ecological situation 

on the island. Using the landscape character types and already done mapping, each area was 

given score 1-5 (1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest) which were then used to calculate 

the potential in each area under the factors. The potential average was created using the 

following formula: (WW+WS) + (LW+LS) /4 

High = 4-5 , Medium = 3 , Low = 1-2

Area 

Water Land 
  

Winter Summer Winter Summer 

Average  

M NM M NM M NM M NM 
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.25 
  

2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.5 
  

3 0 3 0 3 1 3 1 3 1.75 
  

4 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.5 
  

5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.5 
  

6 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 1.12 
  

7 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 3.62 
  

Average 0.714 1.714 0.714 1.714 0.857 1.857 0.857 1.857 
   

Table 22: Potential of Ashouradeh 

5050

wetlands

25

2525

25

Sand dumes

22

22
721

7

21

Sparely 

populated

25

2525

25

wetland with no 

population

25

2525

25

Forest with no 

population

25

2525

25

River bed area

16
9

16
916

9

16
9

Non poulated 

grass area
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Potential map of Ashouradeh: 

It is necessary to mention that all the areas in Ashouraadeh has low potential but this map compares different area inside the Ashouradeh Island . 

 

Figure 20 Potential map of Ashouradeh: 
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Capacity of Ashouradeh 

Calculating was calculated for the area by how average sensitivity scores related to the 

average potential score. Under the category of potential and sensitivity the area had been given 

high, medium or low score. These are represented the on the capacity map with colors and with 

initials on the table, where first letter is sensitivity score and second is potential scores. By 

color coding these three primary colors the table below shows how the capacity was calculated 

by mixing two colors to highlight the areas with a similar possibility for capacity.  

 In recreation planning and management, carrying capacity has been defined as the 

amount of use a recreation area can sustain without deterioration of the experience provided or 

of the resource base. Also the carrying-capacity concept suggests a limit of growth for 

population and ecosystems. In ecology, carrying capacity has been defined as the number of 

individuals that the resources of habitat can support without significant deterioration. 

 High Medium Low 

 High H/H H/M H/L 

Medium M/H M/M M/L 

Low L/H L/M L/L 

 

AREA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 
H/L 

            

2   
M/L 

          

3 
  

  
L/M 

        

4 
  

    
M/L 

      

5         
M/L 

    

6 
  

        
L/L 

  

7             
L/H 

Table 23 Capacity of Ashouradeh 

 

These tables can be used to calculate the suitability each area has for different 

recreation. Comparative potential and sensitivity scores creating capacity colors: 
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Figure 21: Capacity map of Ashouradeh 
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Sutiblity of activities: 

This map uses the information shown on the map of capacity to see suitability which 

each area has for different types of recreation. Recreation has been split into three main 

categories: ‘High’ ‘medium’ and ‘low’, showing how different activities can impact the 

landscape. A list of some of the common activities that take place in Ashouradeh Island can be 

found in the table below showing an example of the type of recreation that is under each 

boundary. This mapping shows all the information gathered from all three maps on the previous 

pages, showing what type of recreation an area might suitably cope with. For example, area 

with has been scored to have low sensitivity and high potential, can be developed to recreation 

or tourism areas, so it could withstand high impact activities 

 

Impact of 

activities 
Summer activities Winter activities 

high 

-Roller skating 

-ATV rides 

-Jet ski rides 

-Golf 

-Boat hire 

-Motorboat trips 

-Fly boarding 

-Espa 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

more or less same as summer 

activities 

Medium 

-Riding trips 

-Cycling 

-Disc-golf 

-Paddle surfing 

same as summer activities 

Low 

-Nature watching 

-Hiking 

-Running 

-Swimming 

-Fishing 

-Nature watching 

-Hiking 

Table 24: Activity of Ashouradeh 

 

The next pages summaries each landscape character type and its separate areas in 

relation to sensitivity, potential, capacity and suggested some of the possible activities that 

could be developed there. 
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LCA Sensitivity Potential Capacity 

Activities 

Water Land 

Winter Summer Winter Summer 

M NM M NM M NM M NM 

1-wetland High Low H/L - 
nature watching 

fishing 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

fishing 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

fishing 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

fishing 

bird watching 

2-Sand 

dumes 
Medium Low M/L - 

nature watching 

 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

bird watching 

cycling 

riding trips 

- 

nature watching 

bird watching 

cycling 

riding trips 

3-Sparely 

populated 
Low Medium L/M 

Jet ski 

motor boating 

Skating 

Snow 

swimming 

Cycling 

Hiking 

Jet ski 

motor boating 

Motor boat 

Jet ski 

Cycling 

Riding 

Electric cars 

 

Riding 

Walking 

electric cars 

Resturant  

camping 

Electric cars 

 

Riding 

Walking 

electric cars 

Resturant  

camping 

4-Wetland 

with no 

population 

Medium Low M/L - 

nature watching 

 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

bird watching 

cycling 

riding trips 

- 

nature watching 

bird watching 

cycling 

riding trips 

5-Forest 

with no 

population 

Medium Low M/L - 

nature watching 

 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

 

bird watching 

- 

nature watching 

bird watching 

cycling 

riding trips 

- 

nature watching 

bird watching 

cycling 

riding trips 

6-River 

bed 
Low Low L/L - Fishing - 

Bird watching 

Fishing 
- 

Bird watching 

Fishing 
- 

Bird watching 

Fishing 

7-Non 

populated 

Grass 

area 

Low High L/H 
Motor boating 

Jet ski 

nature watching 

riding 

biking 

cycling 

skating 

Motor boating 

Jet ski 

nature watching 

riding 

biking 

cycling 

skating 

Electric cars 

 

Riding 

nature watching 

riding 

biking 

cycling 

skating 

Electric cars 

 

Riding 

nature watching 

riding 

biking 

cycling 

skating 

Table 25: Activities
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Landscape Characters: 

 

Landscape 

Character 
1)Wetland 2)Sand dumes 3)Sparely populated 

4)Wetland with no 

population 

5)Forest with no 

population 
6)Riverbeds  

7)Non populated grass 

area 

Strengths 

+ Unique vegetation 

+ Unique eco system 

+ Interesting area 

+ Relatively big area 

+ low population 

+ Important part of eco 

system 

+ Unique landscape 

patterns 

+ diversity of typography 

+ Nearby the sea area 

+ no settlements 

+ Better soil condition 

+ Work places for local 

+ Cultural production 

+ Settlement areas 

+ No population 

+ Important part of local 

eco system 

+ Wild nature 

+ Attractive recreation 

zone 

+ Unique landscape 

+ Attractive for tourism 

+ Relatively big area 

+ Unpopulated 

+ Air quality 

+ Trees cause shows 

+ Natural 

+ Water 

+ Attractive recreation 

area 

+ Motorized activities 

+ Capable of renovating 

+ less sensitive to build 

Weakness 

+ sensitive for invertation 

+ high humidity 

+ cannot build there 

+ No settlements 

+ Dangerous to destroy 

eco system 

+ Unstable ground 

+ Difficult to work on it 

+ Not possible to build 

there 

+ Lowest Vegetation 

level 

+ Limited area usage 

+ Need time and effort to 

care for rubbishes and 

other stuffs 

+ Not attractive for 

tourists 

+ Sensitive area for 

plants 

+ Limited usage 

+ Cannot build there 

+ Difficulties with 

moving through  

+ Requires effort to work 

with 

+ Not enough light at 

night 

+ Not good for being 

alone there 

+ Being part of local 

ecosystem its also 

important to deal with 

this area with extra 

caring 

+ Could be noisy 

+ being part of local 

ecosystem 

+ need caring as well 

Opportunities 

+ High tourism activities 

+ Picking berries  

+ Activity creation 

+ Beach zone 

+ Bird watching Zone 

+ Good fishing and 

boating zone 

+ Can accept  low 

D5Tourism 

developments and 

agricultural 

developments 

+ Local tourism 

development 

+ Peat creation 

+ Tourism destination 

+ Variety of activities 

+ Water attracts people 

(activities which are 

connected to water) 

+ could be good point 

for camping 

+ possible for settlement 

Threats 

+ Any invertation may 

have huge influence on 

the local eco systems and 

can destroy whole island 

+ Sand spreads around 

with people movement 

on it and can affect 

ecosystem 

+ chemical soil pollution 

+ many function can 

affect the harvest 

+ Any invertation will 

have huge influence on 

local eco system 

+ Interaction might 

destroy natural elements 

there 

+ Junk pollution 

+ Junk pollution 

+ Pollution  

+ Interaction might 

destroy natural elements 

and ecosystem 

Table 26 Landscape characteristics 
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Design criteria 
Transportation from outside to inside could only happens from ports which is located 

at the bottom site of island. These places could be used as a water activities not strong 

motorized one but regular one since the location of the island and ecosystem of the island is 

super sensitive to any kind of motorized or highly polluting activates or machines. 

Other kind of water activites non strong one like jet skies and noisy one which can 

bring negative impact of tourism to the island is also possible to use . 

There is also type of the boats for transporting from outside to inside of island and 

inside to outside . which can bring tourists in and out in different times. The location of 

transportation is also clear and timing is also clear .  

 

 There is also transportation system inside the island. Which can take tourists to different 

parts of the island for different activities. For keeping and protecting ecosystem and groundd 

invertation.    

 

Figure 22: Electric cars 

 

It is also good to transport people inside the site from resturants or from different zones 

to other zones with electric busses.  
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How to make electricity inside the site is also important. There are several way to make 

electricity inside such as solar panels . wind towers . wind tourbins and also water tourbins and 

wave tourbins as well.  

It is important to say there must not be any concrete movement machine movement and 

other kind of construction and strong construction in the site. The best type of construction 

could be wooden with wood importation and wood construction in any places inside the site .  

 

Electricity making : 

Wind tourbins are important to create electricity powers for the island. Which can make 

it possible to use electricity in the night for tourists to stay there . and use lighting and using 

night activities as well as morning activities. 

Solar panels on the top of the wooden structures or any structures are also so helpful to 

keep the place ecosystem and managing the site electricity without importing power supplies 

from outside of island . 

 

Since we are going to have small camping areas resturants and coffee shops there we 

could use the solar panels on the roof of each structures . even on top of the bird watching 

towers.  

Figure 23: Wind turbines 
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There are also several places that can use solar trees to create free wifi for tourists and 

create shadow as well as electricity and bringing another activities and chraging the electric 

cars . that could be several points in the site that cars can be charged .  

 

Waste management: 

The eco-tourism system covers six main elemeents 

1) Waste reduction , reusing , recycling 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Recycling plan 

 

 

2) Energy efficency – conversation and management  

3) Management of fresh water resources  

4) Waste water management 

5) Environmentaly purchasing policy 

6) Social and cultural developement 

 The best way is to use proper waste monitoring for exporting the waste from the island 

with special kind of ships. There could be used with alrerting system from trash bins. Its 

working with the sensor in any trash bins inside the island which can report being full to the 

monitoring system. Then it would be easiser to remove the waste from the island everytime the 

trashes are full . 

Another way is to make cultural rules and make proper rules for rubbishes and brining 

the rubish out or inside in proper plicies. Make people and tourism proper taxes and fines for 

littering the place and throwing rubbishes . 
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Figure 25: Sensitive trash beams 

 

 

Materials  

Whole materials that will be used in this area are light material such as wood and more 

or less local materials. The main point is that to keep the place protected ecologically is not 

making lot of noises and smells and dirts by bringing the heavy construction machines such as 

truck. So i was considering to use light material and new method of structures in water and 

outside of water to prepare the place to stay for visitors .  

 

Noise  

 The make the noise to the lowest level i mostly removed the motorized activities out of 

the area and bring more non motorized activities such as nature watching, horse riding , 

cycliung and also in some water part activities i designed the place for pedal boat and electrical 

boat . and also electrical cars for movement. There must be consideration of working time as 

well for the facilities that can have and make noises.  

 

Air quality  

 Of course the main concept of eco tourism is nature quality and air quality indoor and 

outdoor. In my design I consider to remove all the hotels mega structures and all kind of 

mobility facilities which can have pollution to the air outside of island and also bring the 

camping area and place to stay for just staying for a night to keep ecosystem safe and also the 

whole area protected. 

Water conservation 

 The water conservation and managing water for the local people and visitors are already 

there from the development of Turkmen harbour and Miankaleh. But not for staying at night. 

So for several areas that camping and staying at night is possible there. I should prepare 

sustainable water management. For at least minimal uses such as toilets, bathrooms or 

showering and also small cooking areas and of course the restaurants and coffee shops there. 
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Waste water management 

 There must be waste water management in the area. Such as water which were used 

from the toilets or restaurant and camps and visiting activities and sites. The best way to 

manage the waste water is to have monitoring system to control. Reducing and controlling the 

tourism impacts such as facilities like hotels and motels are important. That in the design 

process and zoning plan I’m going to remove any kind of mega structures and hotels and motels 

outside of Ashouradeh to the nearest area such as Turkmen harbour or Miankaleh. In this way 

there are only possibilities to nature tourists to stay there and recording the wildlife there.  

 

Architecture motifs 

 The main important concept of architecture should be respectful to the culture of the 

area and use material. Functionality and being comfortable for the people who is staying in the 

camping area and tents is the most important thing. Tourists must feel comfortable and willing 

to pay to stay at night and enjoy the wildlife. 

 

Physical design 

 Whole designs and facilities in the Ashouradeh must be based on sustainable 

development and nothing should effect negative to the ecosystem of the area. So the 

sustainability of facilities and structures are also important in this area. 

 

 

Material usage 

 The most material using in any facilities such as architectural materials and building 

must be recyclable that can be used and if any cases the water level increases in time it can 

recycle to the nature 

 

Figure 26: Architecture materials 
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Zoning map 
Zoning map of Ashouradeh based on SWOT analysis and landscape analysis with my perspectives of the island could be the way that I mention below. Based on design criteria I will chose two place as an example and 

will design them by the concept of sustainability and based on ecotourism rules. 

 

Figure 27: Zoning map 
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Design 
I choose those places to design because I thought that it’s important to know where tourism 

can stay and to make it more sustainable and more comfortable to use them. I called the first area 

that I want to use water motel. That there are several houses and camping areas that they are on 

top of water which gives these ability to take photos and live with wildlife nature. Seeing the sunset 

and sunrise in the comfortable place that tourist can stay outside of the island and it makes the 

noises and smells far from the island area.  

 

 

 

There are 280 motel rooms which located in the sea that they have small toilets and kitchen 

and they are in dimension of 15 to 15. The wither pathway and walk way have 50 meters length 

and shorter path ways have the dimension of 20 meters. These pathways could be used as harbor 

Site map 

  Sea 

  Beach 

  wooden pathway 

  houses 

Figure 28: site plan 
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for bringing the single and private boats to any motel. The registration for these places located in 

the settlement areas. Nearby the entrance to the island.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

In this plan the main pathway is the pathways that connect the houses to the main pathway the 

dimension of wither one is 10 meters and the smaller one is 5 meters. There are also small steps 

between the first houses and the last houses in the see as u walk forward in each 50 meters the 

height will rises 50 centimeters to gain better view and also there is also ramp for disables that 

they can easily access any places that they want in the area. The sewerage system is also located 

Figure 29: pathway plan 
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under each houses and the electricity of houses and energy of the houses are going to be made by 

the solar panels at the roof. 

 

Figure 30: Pathway section 

 The detail of the section is really important to be with wooden and glass. Glass panels 

can be imported to the site by the ships. And all other components are wooden which they can 

easily be made and attached to each other by the regular constructors. It is also good to mention 

these constructions will be made with the lowest noise level. And as I mentioned in design criteria 

wooden materials are easy to recycle and can be reused in case of increasing water level or any 

other plans in future. 

  

Figure 31: house view and pathway section
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 All the materials are wood except the sewerage pipe which is plastic. In that case we 

have to use plastic to protect the sea and make sure that there is no licking to protect the ecosystem 

of the area. 

 

Figure 32: Pathway section 3 

  

Important part of section and pathways on the sea is that they should somehow cover up the 

sewerage system of houses. And there must be out of any licking that it would have huge negative 

impact on the sea ecosystem. There is always a way for the fishing on the pathways, in some places 

there are several gaps that people can sit and enjoy their fishing time in silence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 33: Site plan 2 
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The site plan nearby the sea. It’s important as well to have proper dimension for the 

pathway and cycling ways which on pathways should handle both function in same time. All the 

materials are wooden and recyclable. 

 

Figure 34: Pathway section 3 

In this section it shows the dimension and detail planning of the pathways and cycling ways 

in same time. At the right side its pathway and at the left side it’s cycling way. The dimension of 

the whole pathway is 5 meters that they are located on 3 structural beam all the materials are wood. 

 

Figure 35: Restaurant sample 
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Wooden coffee shops and restaurants are also playing the main important part of attractions 

for the tourists and visitors after more than 5 km pathways. Since the weather in summer is hot 

and humid it would be nice to prepare a place for a rest in shadow and give people several cold or 

hot drink. The main important part is that the materials are all recyclable and informing tourists 

about keeping the nature and ecosystem safe and about recycling of waste and rubbishes plan 

should be necessary. 

 

Figure 36: Bird watching 

Bird watching is the main activity inside the island for the tourists and visitors so there are several 

towers in the beach area that visitors can have cameras there to record and have nice view to the 

whole island and of course 

the Caspian sea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 37: Bird watching section 
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Discussion 
The aim of this research is to achieve the connection between tourism and protected area. 

In the area that I aimed for design there was several physical plan for constructing and managing 

huge tourism industry that nature lovers, ecosystem protectors and wildlife protectors tried several 

times to avoid any construction in the area. So I tried to manage the way that it is also could be 

attraction for the nature tourism and also keep the area protected. To achieve this connection the 

literature review helped me to understand the meaning of tourism. How can mass tourism and non-

controlled tourism plans can destroy ecosystem and can bring lots of negative impacts other than 

bringing huge industry to the selected area. Protecting and preserving the nature these days are the 

main important aspect for nature lovers. These days that the air quality may bring lots of health 

problem for the peoples and animals. Keeping a place its air quality and not stopping and 

destroying the beauty of wildlife in the island was the main reason that I tried to do this project.  

Studying the theory helped me to get the main information about tourism, tourism impacts 

on environment, social, cultural and taxes. Although there are always beneficial to bring tourism 

inside the area it also brings several negative impacts. In literature review I understand the best 

way to control the negative impact and have tourism in protected area like Ashouradeh is to have 

ecotourism system. Ecotourism has its own several rules to understanding and controlling the 

impact and keeping the ecosystem safe for wildlife.  

These days the amount of nature lovers increasing. People who loves to travel to the nature 

without lots of accessories and supplement. People who loves to have camping and small tents 

nearby the beach and be away from the stress noises and smells and have fresh air. So I thought 

bringing the rules of ecotourism the concept of having nature safe and bringing sustainable tourism 

idea and nature tourism industry to the place could be helpful.  

Site analysis was manly about understanding the nature and the capability and sensitivity 

of the ground and the nature and ecosystem there. There was problem about noises and keeping 

the air quality of the island. So I divided to the activities to the winter and summer but still there 

aren’t that much difference in weather in winter and summer. I also divided to non-motorized and 

motorized. Motorized activities that we can use there were so few. That I decided to keep them 

away from the island. After site analysis I get to the SWOT analysis of the whole island. I did 

divided the area of the Island based on their green covering and vegetation there. The other point 

that I was considering to understand and dividing the characteristics of any area was ecology 

settlement and the ground materials.  

Dividing the island to 7 main area helps to improve understanding manage different 

activities and concept of any area. The main zoning of the island came out of SWOT analysis and 

sensitivity and capability of any area. In zoning plan I decided to keep motorized activities and 

main activities to the center of the island which they have lower sensitivity and higher capability.  

It’s important to know that zoning plan was also based on design criteria.  
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Design criteria was based on studying about case study and understanding the main concept 

of eco-tourism and sustainable tourism. There are several rules and regulation that it was better to 

use in higher or bigger area such as hotels and motels understanding about energy, water, 

electricity, air quality and waste management. Keeping any kind pollution out of the area is the 

main important point in the design criteria. There was several rules and regulations about pollution 

using of the material, recycling plans and waste monitoring that I considered in the design approach 

as well.  

In design phase I choose two sites that I think it could be example of whole area. The first 

site that I chose was the place that tourists and visitors can stay at night. Each places have character 

of whole area. It is the most important thing to keep sewerage out of the area and safe. Protect the 

quality of air. Gathering the energy and making the energy is so important that in first design place 

I also considered option that we can use sunlight to keep the place out of using nonrenewable 

energy such as gas and oils. The other site that I used to design was showing the pathways the 

dimension of it. Using wood and local materials to keep constructions and noises outside of area. 

The understanding of the ground and earth quality is also important to have such a pathway in 

Whole Island for tourists for cycling and running and walking. The pathways inside the island and 

outside on the water are all wooden. And they have different construction method.  

The bird watching in the island is the main activity for the visitors. Nature lovers are always 

interested in sustainable design in architecture and landscape architecture. That’s why I used 

different style of bird watching towers in the area constructed by wood. That allows visitor to stay 

there and record and take photos and enjoy the air quality and also sunset and sunrises. The coffee 

shops and restaurants are also located in the beach to help visitors to get inside and rest in hot 

weather in summer and have hot and cold drinks.  

Several cases that I studied in literature review and find them is not usable in this landscape 

because of its own characteristics and sensitivity and capacity of the landscape. This is also so 

important to notice that all other concepts and rules and regulations that I mentioned in design 

criteria are already have been considered in design.  

Such as designing a place to keep the hazardous area. Assigning petrol and mobility 

facilities out to keep air quality keeping indoor air quality. Managing the facilities that is 

controlling laundries and cleaning area. That it’s not using in that area. Because we don’t have any 

hotels and big constriction and structures inside the area. There was time table for noisy motorized 

activities and monitoring them. I kept motorized activities overlay outside of the area. The 

movement inside the site is not happening with cars and services which they are using petrol and 

can have air pollutions. There was sewerage system but I considered sewerage sustainable cleaning 

system and using to have fruits garden and keeping the earth more useful and more productive to 

the ground quality.  

It is also nice to say studying about ecotourism, nature tourism and sustainable tourism 

helped me to bring out the concept of the island and zone planning since the whole area is around 

500 hectares I could not spend more time to get more details inside this research but in the design 

board there are several more design and component. 
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Conclusion  
 

These days’ ecotourism and sustainable tourism are the main concern of the societies and 

government to keep the tourism industry and area protected in same time. In the area that is its 

most important issue to keep the ecology and ecosystem safe the best way to attract nature tourists 

to the area is following the rules and regulations of the ecotourism. 

Ashouradeh is located in the Caspian Sea at the Turkmen harbor area. The area is the main 

attraction point for birds in summer and wild horses as well. So gathering the information and 

analyzing the sites help me to understand any kind of construction and infra structures could 

possibly destroy the summer immigration areas for birds and destroy their destination for summer. 

The area has few advantages and disadvantages. Working on advantages and removing or making 

opportunities out of disadvantages will make the location unique with its own specific 

characteristics. It has some cultural attractions some ecological attractions and being island in 

Caspian Sea could be an attraction itself.  

It is also important to know how to manage the zoning plan in the ecotourism area which 

can minimize the impact and energy users and maximize the ability of tourists and visitors to visit 

all part of the site without problems.  

The relation between the people the visitors and area could be the main important issues 

that has to be solved. There were several problems to change the area to the main point of interest 

for tourist to come and stay for several nights. There were physical plan such as hotels in different 

qualities and motorized activities. It was not possible to bring infrastructures inside the site. After 

studying and researching about the main points and regulations of ecotourism. Tourism 

landscaping and nature tourism I understand that there is a possible way to change the area 

functionality to nature tourism and sustainable tourism area. By locating the pathways bringing 

local materials not constructing strong structures could help to make the area possible for nature 

tourism since it has the main point of bird immigrations in the summer time.  

Being nearby the Caspian Sea and having activities such as walking, cycling, horse riding 

and fishing is also possible. Using local materials such as wood to make light structures such as 

water motels and bird watching towers could keep the place urban style.  

For the staying at night it’s important to manage enough electricity energy and use 

sustainable water heaters for night life there for nature tourists. Sewerage was also another problem 

and rubbishes and wastes were taking most important part of consideration. Using sensors and 

monitoring in trash beams. Informing locals and tourists about recycling plan and using recycle 

material is also taking most important part in managing pollution and keeping the site safe in long 

term uses.  
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Understanding the fact that mass tourism has negative impacts as well. It helps to consider 

that controlling the number of tourism in the area, letting proper amount of motels for proper 

amount of people in regular times could keep the place safe from negative impact of mass tourism.  

 

 

The methodology was to find out subjects and physical features that could be used in design 

process through the set of stages. The process was divided into six stages where each stage was 

source for the next phase. The stages were about studying the theory, testing the theory by 

analyzing the established site, analyzing the project area, working out the design criteria, design 

zoning plan according to the design criteria and finally the design evaluation by the third party.    

The design project that was done by using the design criteria, showed that having this kind 

of background information can simplify the design process and it helps to keep a focus on 

important subjects to provide a good ecotourism in Ashouradeh. But it also showed that it is hard 

to implement all the criteria in one project because situations are different and there might appear 

conflicts between different aspects. Place’s character is also important factor that influences how 

design criteria can be used. 

It can be said that stated hypothesis is valid and design criteria can be used as a guideline 

for other design projects by having a list of parameters that are important to consider in order to 

make a ecotourism site in Ashouradeh to simplify the whole process. This subject of ecotourism 

quality needs a further development and research because the complexity of the field and because 

there are lot of other features and aspects to consider in order to provide a good public space.   
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